
chap.7 Electronics for Pulse 
Processing



Pulse signal terminology

1) Baseline

2) Pulse Height or Amplitude

3) Signal Width

4) Leading Edge

5) Falling Edge

6) Rise Time

7) Fall Time

8) Unipolar and Bipolar



• Fast pulses are very important for timing applications and high count rates; 
in these applications it is very important to preserve their rapid rise time 
throughout the electronics system. 
ex. Time of flight, coincidence or anti-coincidence...

• Slow pulses, on the other hand, are generally less susceptible to noise and 
offer better pulse height information for spectroscopy work.
ex. Amplitude, Energy..

• Fast signals must be treated differently from slow signals, because of their 

much greater susceptibility to distortion from small, stray capacitances, 

inductances and resistances in the circuits and interconnections.

• For this reason, essentially two standardized electronics(NIM etc.) have 
arisen: one designed for fast ns pulses and the other for slower pulses.

Fast and Slow signals



Fourier transform 
Suppose f(x) is absolutely integrable in (−∞, +∞), we can describe the f(x) in terms of an
infinite sum of sines and cosines





In general, for any non-periodic function f(t)

Time domain        ↔ Frequency domain



• Bandwidth: the range of frequencies 
delimted by the points at which the 
response falls by 3dB, represents the 
range of acceped frequencies.

• high frequency components allow the 
signal to rise sharply, while the lower 
frequencies account for the flat parts.

• For fast nuclear electronics, must be 
capable  of accepting frequencies up to 
500MHz.

Bandwidth

For square pulse

Bandwidth

dB =20 log10(V2/V1) 

• In any real circuit, the frequency 
response is limited to a finite range in w.



Impedance 

Ohm’s law

• impedance can be determined by determining the relationship between 
voltage and  current magnitudes and phases, for a particular element (or 
combination of elements).

• For an inductor, capacitor, resistor, or combination, a sinusoidal current 
produces a sinusoidal voltage of the same frequency (the magnitude and 
phase may change)
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Signal Transmission
• In nuclear electronics, the standard transmission line is the coaxial cable, 

which minimize losses and noise pick-up.

• The entire cable is protected by a plastic outer covering. One advantage 
of this type of construction is that outer cylindrical conductor, besides 
serving as the ground return, also shields the central wire from stray 
electromagnetic fields. 

• Frequencies down to ~ 100 kHz are effectively attenuated in most 
standard cables.



The General Wave Equation for a Coaxial Line

consider a length ∆z of a transmission line at location z . 

R, L, C, G : per unit length of line.

G:  Leakage conductance of the dielectric  
per unite length.
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http://web.mst.edu/~kosbar/ee3430/ff/transmissionlines
/leakage_conductance/index.html
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For the ideal lossless cable:

R=0 (perfect conductor) G=0 (lossless dielectric) 
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The solution is a traveling wave:
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T is known as the delay of the cable, and is typically on the order of ~ 5ns 
for standard 50Ω cables currently found in the lab.
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Frequency Hz

For this lossless line, Z0 of a coax. : 
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• Zo is totally independent of the cable length and only dependent on the
cross sectional geometry and the materials used.

• Zo (Characteristic impedance) is the ratio of 
voltage to current of one wave direction. 
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very widely used

BNC

Lemo

• Nowadays, almost all high-speed instruments, interconnects, circuits are 
50Ω-based 



• The signal in a coaxial cable is, in general, the sum of the original 
signal and a reflected signal traveling in the opposite direction. For an 
arbitrary signal form f

Reflections

x

• Cable of characteristic impedance Z0 terminated by an impedance ZL

Voltage reflection coefficient

ZL



• Open circuit termination: ,

• Short circuit termination: ,

• Impedance matching: ,



Voltage re)lection coef)icient: / = 12 − 10
12 + 10

The polarity and amplitude of the reflected signal are dependent on the relative 
values of two impedances. / vanishes when ZL=Z0 and there is no reflection.

• Reflection can be used for checking cable connection, cable length and cable quality.

Ex: check cable connection inside/outside chamber

50



When Dt > tr, Distortion of the signal by reflection is not negligible.

Dt > tr Fake pulse

Dt < tr

• Fake pulse 
• Wrong counting

Critical for fast signal 

Pulse distortion

For slow signal(Dtw>10µs）reflection is negligible.

Overshoot 



• The distinction between fast and slow pulses depends on a comparison of the 

fastest component of the pulse (usually the rise or fall time) with the transit 

time of the pulse through the cable. 

• Pulses with rise times that are slow compared to the transit time are 

considered slow, while those with rise times comparable with the transit time 

(or faster) are considered fast pulses. Most pulses derived from `timing or 

fast logic electronic modules' (e.g leading-edge or constant- fraction 

discriminators) are fast pulses, while those from linear devices (e.g. 

amplifiers) are slow. 



Cable Termination. Impedance Matching
Generally, termination can be done in two ways:
Either by adding an impedance in series with the load or in parallel.

In most cases, a simple termination at the receiving end is usually sufficient.



Impedance Matching: the other ways

Transformer

Signal transition by optical fiber 



Input impedance & output impedance 

Circuit loading 
Voltage source: vin ; Internal resistance of the source : rsource

External load resistance: Rload

The undesirable reduction of the open-circuit voltage Vab by the load.



For time measurement(fast)

For energy measurement (slow)



Shaping amplifier
Energy measurement

Discriminator
time measurement

Output ->ADC (Zin=1K ohm)

Output -> time circuit(Zin=50 ohm) 
-> TDC (Zin=50 ohm)



用示波器观察探测器或设备的输出幅度：

必须选择合适的示波器输入阻抗观察，即选择示波器Zin接近于上一级设备的zout

PreAmp S.Amp ADC

Discriminator TDC

Zin 1K Zout 1 Zin 1K

Zin 50 Zout 50 Zin 50

1 2

3

50ohm terminator

For an oscilloscope only offers a 1MΩ input impedance, add a T-connector with the 
signal cable into one end and a 50Ω terminator into the other end. 

50Ω termination in an Oscilloscope 



Bad habit: hang cables on the modules without proper termination 



Pulse splitter

T-connector : 
no impedance matching, not good for fast signal. 

A pulse applied to any terminal will be supplied 

to the other two, while maintaining a constant 

impedance. For  a 50 Ω splitter, the resistance 

values should each be 16.6 Ω. In this case, the 

impedance `looking' into any terminal will be 

50 Ω, if the other two terminals are connected 

to 50 Ω loads. The signal delivered to each load 

will be only half what it would be if the load 

were directly applied to the source. 

! = #0
% − 1
% + 1

Linear Fan In
/ Fan out



Zin=50ohm

Zin=1000ohm

Example: signal splitting & Impedance marching

Ortec CF8000

Ortec 572A

Splitter(T)
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Losses in Coaxial cables

The solution is

# $, ( = .0 123415 67284 + .213415 67084

9 + :; = (, + :=*)(+ + :=-)

The introduction of R and G, leads to an exponential attenuation of the signal with 
distance at a rate given by 9

The dependence of 9 and # = B8
B6 on =. This implies a differential attenuation of the 

frequency components which leads to a dispersion of the pulse packet.

the high-frequency dependence of 9 can then be written as 
9(f) = a E+bf,  where E = 2F= and a and b are constants. 





Twisted pair wire – often with Z0 ≈ 120 ohm 

Other types of transmission line:



Pulse distortion

Signal losses in very long cables, critical for fast signal (high frequency)

Distortion of a rectangular pulse Distortion of a photomultiplier

x: length of cable
a: attenuation constant;
f :frequency at which a is evaluated. 



Distortion of a fast signal after long cable delay (~780ns) 

dE/E(%)

Original                    2
Delayed                  40

Amplified(x10)
and  delayed              5

signal

Resolution is completely destroyed 
due to noise pickup through a long 
cable

Improve the signal/noise

original delayed



The NIM standard
In NIM(Nuclear Instrument Module) standard, the basic electonics apparatus are 
constructed in the form of modules according to standard mechanical and electrical 
specifications. 

NIM crate

Mechanically, NIM modules must have a minimum standard width of 1.35 inches(3.43 
cm) and a height of 8.75 in(22.225 cm). They can, however, also be built in multiples 
of this standard, that is, double-width, triple-width, etc.

The rear power connectors must provide, at the very least, four standard dc voltages, 
-12V, +12V, -24V and +24V, as designated by the NIM convention. However, many 
bins also provide -6V and +6V.



Power

Voltage monitor: +/-6,+/-12V, +/-24V , GND

Voltage must be checked before use(No modules in)
during use(All modules in) to avoid over current

NIM Crate Specification:





16 ch. discriminator
ECL output

Only for logic signals!

•Fast negative logic pulses, nS timescale, now commonly 
called NIM signals. These make up most of our Timing 
System signals. 



Usually, differential receivers are used for ECL inputs to a module to take dvantage 
of the complementary outputs from the ECL output driver. This has the benefit of 
avoiding ground loops between modules, and minimizing common mode noise 
interference. ECL signals have rise times less than 2 ns.

Connected with a ribbon cable or a cable containing 100-Ω twisted pairs



Energy spectroscopy system 



Electronics for pulse signal processing

Most of them produce pulse signals of relatively small amplitude. 

In addition, most of the detectors listed have relatively high output impedance,

that is, a high internal resistance to the flow of electrical current. 



Preamplifier

Since the input signal at the preamp. is generally weak, preamp, are normally 
mounted as close as possible to the detector so as to minimize the cable length.

The purposes of a preamplifier (or preamp): 

(1) To amplify,  if necessary,  the relatively small signals produced by the radiation 
detector for transmission over long distances

(2) To match impedance levels between the detector and subsequent components in the 
system.

(3) To shape the signal pulse for optimal signal processing by the subsequent
components.



Operational Amplifier(Op-Amp)

• An “Op-Amp” is an integrated circuit that sets an output voltage based on 
the input voltages provided.

• In a circuit, it is used to perform an operation and an amplification where 
the operation may be add, subtract, filter, integrate, differentiate, etc.

• Op-Amps are composed of transistors, resistors, capacitors, and diodes.

Op-Amps are one of the basic building blocks of analog electronic circuits. 

!"# : positive power supply
!"$ : negative power supply
!#: non-inverting input terminal
!$: inverting input terminal 
!%&' : output terminal
!#, !$ , !%&' are all referenced to ground



Parameter 
Name

Sym
bol

Value
(ideal)

Value
(real)

Input 

impedance 

!"# ∞ 109~1012Ω

Output 

impedance 

!&'( 0 20~100Ω

Open-loop 

gain 

A ∞ 10.~10/

Bandwidth 0 ∞ 101~102Hz

• The maximum output voltage value is the supply voltage (saturation):

345 ≤ 3&'( ≤ 347

• Current flow into the op-amp from either input terminal is zero.

85 = 87 = 0

• Differential voltage between the two input terminals is zero for negative feed back.

37 − 35 = 0



Inverting Op-Amp
to amplify the input voltage to output voltage with a negative gain.

• "# = 0 "
• "&' = (&' ) *
• "+,- = (. ) −*
• 0123

045
= 67)89

7)845

• "+,- = − 89
845

) "&'

*

Integrating Op-Amp
takes the summation of input voltages over time and provides that as the output signal

• "# = 0 "
• * : = 045(-)

8
• "+,- = − =

> ) ∫@
- *(A)BA

• "+,- = − =
8> ) ∫@

- "&'(A)BA

*(:)



Differential Op-Amp
takes the difference between two signals and provides that as the output

!"#$ =
&' + &)
&'

&*
&* + &+

!+ −
&)
&'
!'

• If  -.-/ =
-0
-1

: !"#$ =
-.
-/
(!+−!')

• Moreover, if &) = &' : !"#$ = !+ − !'

Derivative Op-Amp
takes the rate of change of the inverted input voltage signal and provides that as 
the output signal

• !6 = 0 !
• !89(:) = '

; < ∫ > : ?:
• > : = @ < ABCD($)A$
• !"#$ = −& < >(:)
• !"#$ = −&@ < ABCD($)A$



Three basic types of preamplifier exist:

1)   voltage sensitive (Conventional)

2) charge sensitive (for semiconductor, most common)

3) current sensitive



Voltage sensitive preamplifier
The voltage-sensitive preamp amplifies any voltage that appears at its input.

The magnitude of the signal is dependent on the sensor capacitance.
Such a preamplifier design works fine for detectors whose capacitance does 
not changes, such as PMT’s, proportional counters and Geiger-Muller tubes.

Intrinsic capacitance of the detector and other components in the input
circuit, ci;



Charge-Sensitive Preamplifiers
In a system with varying sensor capacitances, a partially depleted semiconductor 
sensor, where the capacitance varies with the applied bias voltage, or intrinsic 
capacitance changing with temperature, one would have to deal with additional 
calibrations. This can be achieved rather simply with a charge-sensitive amplifier.

effective input capacitance

Cin: input capacitance of the op-amp 
Cs: stray capacitances 

all the capacitances appearing at the input of the preamplifier, 



the voltage at the input of the preamplifier can be written as 

Sensitivity: the output of the energy deposited in the detector in mV/MeV.  

, as ! in eV , Cf in pF [mV/MeV]

88 mV/MeV:  Cf = 0.5 pF for a silicon detector (w = 3.62) 

12 mV/MeV:  Cf = 0.5 pF for an argon-filled ionization chamber (w = 26.5 eV)



in practice, the charge produced in the detector (Q) is shared between the Cf and 
sum of other capacitances at the input of the preamplifier (C), and therefore, some 
charge is always lost without contribution to the output pulse. 

to achieve high charge transfer efficiency, a low capacitance detector is desirable, 
and the stray capacitance between the detector and preamplifier should be minimized. 

This can be achieved by placing the preamplifier as close as possible to the detector 
and by using proper wiring. 

Cs : ~ 95pF/mm for lemo-cable

ORTEC 142A, B, and C Preamplifiers



Rf is a noise source and in direct-coupled system, is made as large as possible consistent with 
the signal energy-rate product and the detector leakage current.

Although originally developed for use with semiconductor diode detectors, this charge-sensitive 
configuration has proved its superiority in a number of other applications, so that preamp. used 
with other detectors in which the capacitance does not necessarily change are also often of the 
charge-sensitive design. 

Typical value:
Cf : few pF 
Rf:  10M-100MW
RC: 20-200!"

For discharge

Without the reset circuit 

Resistive Feedback Preamplifiers 



Input: connect to detector
1)  charge from detector to preamp.
2) bias voltage to detector

HV

Energy

Time

Rbias

Ileak
Ileak

Vbias

Vdet

Vdet=Vbias-Ileak x Rbais

Typically, 
Vdet= 100V
Rbias= 100Mohm
Ileak= 0.3µA

Voltage drop to the bias resistance = 30V 

Vbias > 130V ! 

Be aware：Vdet ¹ Vbias



the signal-to-noise ratio for a given signal charge is inversely proportional to the 
total capacitance at the input node.

The preamplifier package is kept small to permit mounting it as close as practical 
to the detector, thus reducing input capacitance caused by cabling and decreasing 
micro phonic noise, ground loops, and radio frequency pickup, all of which are 
sources of noise for the charge-sensitive preamplifier.

Z

ZZ



Telescope 
detectors

Preamp 
board



Current sensitive preamplifier:
Several detector types, such as photomultiplier tubes and microchannel plates, 

generate a moderately large and fast-rising output signal through a high output 

impedance. Pulse processing for timing or counting with these detectors can be 

rather simple. A properly terminated 50-Ω coaxial cable is attached to the 

detector output, so that the current pulse from the detector develops the desired 

voltage pulse across the 50-Ω load presented by the cable.
the amplitude of the voltage pulse at the preamplifier output will be



Spectroscopy amp.
Shape pulses to:

• Keep signal height information
• Improve signal to noise
•Reduce pileup effects

Shortcoming:
Lose fast time information
(eg rise time)

Main amplifier



High-Pass Filter or CR Differentiating Circuit
The CR high-pass filter, consisting of a single capacitor and resistor, acts as a 

low frequency filter, attenuating frequency below ! ≤ 1
2%&'

()*+
(,-

= /&'
1 + /&' 2

()*+
(,-

= &
& + 1/j/'



Its effect on a step function pulse. The flat part of the pulse is degraded and made 

to decay to the baseline, thereby shortening the pulse. In contrast, the fast rising 

part of the pulse, which depends on the higher frequencies, is not effected.

discriminates against low-frequency noise.



Low-Pass Filter or Integrating Circuit

The principle application of the integrator is to smooth out fluctuations in a noisy signal.

!"#$
!%&

= 1
1 + *+, 2



Parallel
noise

Series
noise

Noise spectral density
at Preamp output

Noise in charge sensitive preamplifiers

• 2 noise generators at the input

– Parallel noise : (!"#
$

!% ≡ in2) (leakage currents)

– Series noise : (!'#
$

!% ≡ en
2)  (preamp)

• Output noise spectral density : 

– Parallel noise in 1/ω2

– Series noise is flat, with a 
« noise gain » of Cd/Cf





Relative noise contribution of different pulse shapes 
For a given noise spectrum, there usually exists an optimum 
pulse shape in which the signal is least disturbed by noise.



td= ti = t: shaping time

Gain

it has been shown that the best signal- to-noise ratio is achieved when the CR and RC time 
constants are equal 



Doubly-Differentiated CR-RC-CR Shaping

Gain Gain

Gain Gain Gain Gain



www.ortec-online.com/download/572a.pdf
www.ortec-online.com/download/amplifier-introduction.pdf

Semi-Gaussian shaping



For semiconductor detectors, the electronic noise at the preamplifier input makes a 
noticeable contribution to the energy resolution. This noise contribution can be 
minimized by choosing the appropriate amplifier shaping time constant. 

The optimum pulse shaping time constant





CfRf

Pole-zero Cancellation



It has to cut-off the low-frequency noise and disturbances and the drift of the 
DC level. 

This function cannot be performed by a simple high-pass filter since it would 
alter also the signal pulse shape-> Time-variant differentiator filter

Baseline Restoration



Pile-Up Rejection Rear panel

www.ortec-online.com/download/672.pdf







A more practical approach to implement CR–(RC)n filters is to use first-order active 
differentiator and integrator filters instead of passive RC and CR filters isolated by 
buffer amplifiers. 



SCASingle-Channel Analyzer

A single-channel analyzer produces an output logic pulse only if 

the peak amplitude of its input signal falls within the pulse-height 
window that is established with two preset threshold levels. 



ADC measures the height of an analog pulse and converts that value to a digital 
number.  The digital output is a proportional representation of the analog pulse height 
at the ADC input.

Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC)

the transmission of analog pulses is controlled by applying a logic pulse at a control 
input. 

Peak Stretcher 

Linear Gates 

Vin>Vout, the current from op-amp charges the storage capacitor. 
Vin<Vout, the hold capacitor cannot be discharged as the diode is in reverse bias,

and thus it holds the maximum value of the input. 

diode



Wilkinson-Type ADC 

Amplitude to channel





Multi-Channel Analyzers(MCA)





4096 channels

Individual inputs
Common gate

Overflow
Out of time range12-bit ADC

0-4094：0 ≤ v ≤ 4V
4095： v > 4V (out of range)



Impedance matching

Z=50ohm

Time measurement



Time Pick-Off Techniques 

Time pick-off is the fundamental operation generating a logic pulse to indicate the time of 
occurrence of an input linear pulse.The leading edge of the logic pulse corresponds to 
the time of occurrence.

There are two cases of inaccuracy in time pick-off: time jitter and amplitude walk. 
Time jitter is usually induced by random fluctuations in the signal pulse size and 
shape. Amplitude walk is the effect induced by the variable amplitudes and risetime of 
input pulses.



pulse height vs. time

ttd
c

adc



Time walk/slew correction

tdc tdc

td
c

td
c

adc adc

sigma=3.21
sigma=1.51



: f

tcross=ftr + td No amplitude dependence

!" # = !%&'
#(

∗ #, 0 < t < #(
!. # = !%&', t > #(

!0" # = 1 !%&'#(
∗ #, 0 < t < #(

!0. # = 1!%&', t > #(

!2" # = − 4567
89

∗ # − #2 , #2 < t < #(+ #2
!2. # = −!%&', t > #( + #2

!; # = !0. # + !2" #
= 1!%&' − 4567

89
∗ # − #2 , #( < t < #( + #2

!; #<(=;; = 0 , #<(=;; > #(

rise times of all signals are the same
Constant Franction Discrimination CFD

The effect is to trigger a timing 
signal at a constant fraction of the 
input amplitude, usually chosen to 
be around 20%



tcross=ftr + td 

td>tr(1-f)

, "#$%&& > "$

Practical timing experiments involve input signals with finite pulse width, therefore 
the shaping delay must also be made sufficiently short to force the zero crossing 
signal to occur during the time that attenuated signal is at its peak.



A leading-edge arming discriminator provides energy selection and prevents the 
sensitive zero-crossing comparator from triggering on any noise inherent in the 
baseline preceding the pulse.



td>tr(1-f)

For plastic scintillator+PMT
Rise time= 4ns
Tdelay ~ 4x(1-0.4)=2.4 ns

For silicon time signal
Rise time = 60ns
Tdelay~ 60x(1-0.4)=36 ns



Slew/walk correction
time walk vs. pulse height



http://www.if.pw.edu.pl/~alice/CFD8.pdf

http://www.if.pw.edu.pl/~alice/CFD8.pdf


!" # = !%&'
#(

∗ #, 0 < t < #(
!. # = !%&', t > #(

!0" # = 1 !%&'#(
∗ #, 0 < t < #(

!0. # = 1!%&', t > #(

!2" # = −!%&'#(
∗ # − #2 , #2 < t < #( + #2

!2. # = −!%&', t > #( + #2

!5 # = !0" # + !2" #
= 1 6789

:;
∗ #( − 6789

:;
∗ # − #2 , #2< t < #(

!5 #<(=55 = 0
#<(=55 = #2/(1 − 1), #2< #(/(1 − 1)
No rise time & amplitude dependence

, #<(=55 < #(

ARC timing For signals with different rise times

the time of zero crossover occurs before the attenuated input signal has reached 
it’s maximum pulse height. 



• CFD timing is most effective when used with input signals having a wide range of 
amplitudes but a narrow range of rise times and pulse.

• ARC timing is most effective when used with input signals having a wide range of 
amplitudes and rise times regardless of pulse width widths.

• For a very narrow dynamic range of input signal amplitudes and rise times, 
leading-edge timing may provide better timing resolution if the timing jitter is 
dominated by noise rather than be statistical amplitude variations of the detector 
signals. 

the slope of the ARC timing signal at zeros crossing is 
almost always less than the slope of the CFD signal at 
zero crossing. The timing error due to noise- induced jitter 
is usually worse for ARC timing than it is for CFD timing 



Timing Filter Amplifiers (TFA) 
the slope-to-noise ratio of a pulse can be 
improved by using a proper pulse filter 
before feeding it into a time pick-off circuit. 

Fast amp Differentiator Integrator 

The time constants of the integrator and 
differentiator are adjusted to reduce the 
high and low frequency noise, respectively. 

Timing with Ge(Semiconductor) Detectors 

Real pulses from Ge detectors deviate from linear rise with slope changes, ARC 
timing cannot completely remove the time-walk. the time resolution of large volume 
HPGe detectors is generally limited to about 8–10 ns. 

The TFA output is used for time pick-off with a CFD that is operated in ARC timing 
mode by setting the delay to ~30% of the minimum risetime of TFA output pulses. 

ADC



Time to Digital convertor  TDC start stop

TDC directly convert the time intervals into a digital output. 





Time to Amplitude Converters (TAC or TPHC)

The TAC is a unite which converts a time period between two logic pulses 
into an output pulse whose height is proportional to this duration. This 
pulse may then be analyzed by a multichannel analyzer to give a spectrum 
as a function of the time interval. An ADC may also be placed after TAC to 
digitize the output pulse.



Common start
Individual stops

Overflow
Out of time range

12-bit TDC
0-4094：0 ≤ t ≤ full range

4095： t > full range (out of range)

TDC

Time resolution=full range/4095 ch.



in an actual timing system, there are always some sources of uncertainty or error in the 
determination of the arrival times of detector pulses, and thus even a prompt coincidence 
time spectrum shows a distribution rather than a delta function. 

Timing resolution in Time difference measurement

If we assume that the independent timing uncertainties in two branches are of Gaussian type, 
which is usually the case, then the time difference spectrum will display a Gaussian distribution.

FWHM of the time distribution is called the time resolution of the system. 
The FWHM of the time spectrum can be written as FWHM = FWHM12+ FWHM2

2

where FWHM1 and FWHM2 are the contributions of each branch to the time resolution of 
the system. 



Coincidence method

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1954/bothe-lecture.html

Walther Bothe shared the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1954 "for his discovery of the 
method of coincidence and the discoveries subsequently made by it".
Bruno Rossi invented the electronic coincidence circuit for implementing the 
coincidence method.

An extremely important technique in nuclear and particle physics. Like pulse height 
selection, coincidence in time between two or more events serves as a very powerful 
criterion for distinguishing reactions.

The experiment was designed to answer the 
questions as follows: is it exactly a scatter quantum 
and a recoil electron that are simultaneously 
emitted in the elementary process, or is there 
merely a statistical relationship between the two?



Coincidence circuit (logic AND)
In physics, a coincidence circuit is an electronic device with one output and two (or 
more) inputs.
A coincidence output is produced if any part of the two incoming signals overlap. All 
pulses arriving within a time equal to the sum of their widths are registered as coincident.
Coincidence circuits are widely used in particle physics experiments and in other areas 
of science and technology.

Anti-coincidence=A*B

Coincidence=A*B

Coincidence

Non-Coincidence

The summing method for determining the 
coincidence of two signals. The pulse are first 
summed and then sent through a discriminator 
set at a level just below twice the logic signal 
amplitude.



Compton scattering

The final result we obtained was that systematic coincidences do indeed occur 
with the frequency that could be estimated from the experimental geometry and 
the response probabilities of the counters on the assumption that, in each 
elementary Compton process, a scatter quantum and a recoil electron are 
generated simultaneously.



Input1

Input2

Coincidence
output

t1

t2

s=(t1+ t2)
coincidental resolving time ! : 符合分辨时间

For time spectroscopy, the coincidence time unit performs the equivalent 
function and selects from all intervals only those for which the time difference 
between inputs is less than a circuit parameter, known as the resolving time. 



N1

N2

Accidental coincidences

Det1

Det2

Uncorrelated two inputs at rates N1 and N2

Nr=2tN1N2

For i uncorrelated inputs: Nr=it i-1 N1N2 …..Ni

Suppose N1 and N2 are the singles counting rates for branches 1 and 2 respectively 
and ! is the resolution. Since any overlap in these pulses produces a coincidence, 
this means that the signals need only be within a period ! of each other in order 
to trigger the module. Assuming a constant singles rate, then, for each signal 
which arrives from branch 1, there will be N2 ! pulses from branch 2 which fall 
into this allowable time period. Since there are N1 pulses/unit time in branch 1, the 
total number of accidentals per unit time will be 

s=2t s=2t

1

2



b

g

Det1

Det2

T1,nb,eb

Activity of the source: A

!" = $ ∗ &"
!'" = $ ∗ &' ∗ &"True coincidence:

!′'" = 2t ∗ !' ∗ !" = 2t ∗ $2 ∗ &' ∗ &"

A

Accidental coincidence:

!'"/!′'"= +
,-.

T2,ng,eg

!' = $ ∗ &'

true-to-chance coincidence ratio

The measured coincidence rate ncoin is the sum of the true coincidence rate and 
the accidental coincidence rate: !/01! = !'"+ !′'"
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